Call for Applications

The Workshop

Modual is an interdisciplinary creative workshop that,
since 2014, has taught collaborative and digital skills to
UAL students. In 2018 we decided to explore how the
Modual process could support innovation in arts
education and delivered our first Catalyst workshop for
UAL staff.
Building on the success of last year’s workshop, we’re
inviting UAL staff to attend the next Modual: Catalyst
workshop which is being held this year at the London
Design Museum. The workshop is an opportunity for us
to co-create innovative teaching methodogy which
incorporates digital technologies.

The Workshop

Participants will work in interdisciplinary teams to
explore various new technological possibilities and their
potential to transform the way in which we engage and
inspire students.
All teams will present their projects at a final pitch event
held at the Design Museum to an industry and academic
audience. Teams will also be invited to apply for
additional seed funding to develop their ideas further
into sustainable practice subsequent to the workshop.

The Workshop

Applicants from all six UAL colleges and from all
departments of the university are invited to take part. This
includes associate lecturers as well as teaching,
administration and technical staff.
The intention for this Modual workshop is for participants
to imagine a range of potential future arts education
experiences and then to develop and prototype the best of
them.
A full range of project ideas from speculative to practical
are very welcome.

The Workshop

On the 1st May, participants will have the opportunity to
present their projects to a panel of industry experts
chaired by Professor Frances Corner OBE. Successful
projects will be supported for further development.
Throughout the workshop, support will be provided by
industry experts and the Modual team. Some budget and
other resources will be also provided.
No prior experience or specific skills are necessary - bring
your creativity and an open mind!

The Content

The workshop is facilitated by Fred Deakin, Professor of
Digital Arts and Dave White, Head of Digital Learning. It is
designed to guide participants through a clear process
that generates innovation and creative growth.
Participants are prompted to share thoughts and ideas
with the group, and then act on them together to create
specific projects that are pitched to a wider audience at
the end of the workshop.
The best way to get an impression of what the workshop
is like is to watch some of the short films about previous
Moduals on our website: http://modual.org

The Benefits

Our intention is for all participants to receive the following
benefits:
⁕ Become more confident with relevant digital technology
and practices
⁕ Collaborate with colleagues from across the university
⁕ Explore ways of incorporating innovative digital
methods into teaching
⁕ Connect with digital industry experts
⁕ Enrich your own professional development

The Commitment

The workshop runs from 10am to 5pm over six days, split
into three sessions across two months. You will also be
encouraged to develop your workshop projects between
these sessions; however this is not an absolute
requirement.
Attendance of this workshop is free for all UAL staff.
We understand that most participants will be taking time
out of their regular day jobs in order to attend. This
process is a highly intensive one and will absolutely
require your full attention and attendance from 10am to
5pm for all six of these days. To be clear, if this is not
possible then you will be unable to attend the workshop.

The Commitment
Workshop dates:

Tuesday 26th, Wednesday 27th and
Thursday 28th March
Wednesday 24th and Thursday 25th April
Wednesday 1st May
All of these days will run from 10am to 5pm at the London
Design Museum, W8 6AG.

Modual: previously

Since 2014 there have been eleven Modual workshops. We
have partnered with industry experts such as Mother,
UsTwo, Makerversity, Somerset House and Kickstarter. As
well as running workshops in London, Modual has also
taken place in Glasgow, Manchester, Falmouth, New York
and Mumbai. We recently ran our first 100% online
workshop with colleges in Copenhagen and Melbourne.
We’ve also partnered with our talented colleagues from
across UAL, including the Digital Maker Collective and
LCC’s IDA Course. Modual: Catalyst is being delivered in
collaboration with the Teaching and Learning Exchange.

In conclusion
Modual: Catalyst is a unique opportunity to explore,
innovate and deliver the future of arts education in
partnership with colleagues, students and experts.
You’ll be supported by a tested process, with time and
resources to generate quality results.
We would love to see you at Modual!
To apply, sign up here: http://modual.org/register
The deadline for applications is 1st March 2019:
early applicants will be favoured as places are limited.
We’ll confirm your place as soon as possible. If you’ve got
any questions, please feel free to email us at
molly@modual.org
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